
Madam's 4081 

Chapter 4081: It’s the dark fort. 

   "A billion beast heads are all you want? Have you asked our secret castle for opinions?" 

 

  With a rough accent, he held out the auction number plate of his private room domineeringly, and 

said lightly, "1.1 billion." 

 

  David's eyelids twitched, and he turned his head to talk to the thin monkey: "Why does the dark 

castle need this stuff?" 

 

  Thin Monkey thought about it: "Young Master Ye from the dark castle is a fellow villager with our 

Sun. They come from the same place, maybe they have different feelings for cultural relics?" 

 

"Hmm." David felt that what he said made sense. He was about to turn his head away when he suddenly 

reacted, frowned and said with a sinister smile, "No! Since they don't want the animal heads to flow 

outside, why didn't they say anything for so long just now?" ?! Made, they want us to pay!" 

 

   Unfortunately, he has no money! 

 

   If he had a lot of money in his hands, he wouldn't be taken advantage of by those grandchildren in 

the dark castle! 

 

  David thought of Mo Dong's seemingly 'honest and reliable' face, and spit: "As expected, there are 

subordinates as long as there is a master. It's all so dark." 

 

  Shouzi and Chunlei also reacted after what he said. They both showed astonished and indignant 

expressions, and their reactions were the same. 

 

  The two bosses are in a relationship, but the two of them are doing their own business in Continent 

F without interfering with each other. 

 



   But it was obvious that David had come to think of it now, and realized that he was almost tricked 

by the grandchildren of the bunker again. 

 

  When he was very angry. 

 

   Diagonally opposite the bakery and Mo Dong have communicated for several rounds. 

 

   The person diagonally across from the bakery has no money left. 

 

   Each price increase is at most 10 to 20 million more than the price Mo Dong called out, but Mo 

Dong and the others are not so coy. 

 

  Basically, it's one hundred million one million to one base. 

 

   With such a play, not to mention the people who are diagonally opposite the bakery are beginning 

to be unable to hold on, even if it was David himself who did it, it would probably be enough. 

 

"1300000000." 

 

  Mo Dong added another number lightly again. 

 

   Diagonally facing the bakery, it was quiet for at least ten seconds without responding. It is rare for 

them to be silent for such a long time without following the price. 

 

  David observed and said in a deep voice, "It seems that there is no money." 

 

  Chunlei said noncommittally: "Who else has so much cash besides their bunker?" 

 

  Ye Wangchuan is a very forward-looking person. 

 



  He seldom expands, basically focusing on one line to improve quality and take the high-end route. 

 

   In this way, the dark castle has become one of the forces with the least traffic but the highest 

income, and because of the tone of work laid by Ye Wangchuan, the dark castle has money in hand. 

 

  Thieves have money. 

 

  The money was so rich that David and the others were jealous. The two of them had constant 

conflicts before, and it was that David and the others wanted to come to grab some money to spend. 

 

   "Hey." David also had to admit that Mo Dong was rich, so he said sourly: "What do you need so 

much cash for? If you have the ability to compete with our production line!" 

 

   Chunlei and Thin Monkey looked at each other, and the two of them shut their mouths smartly so 

as not to irritate their boss. 

 

  The auctioneer began to count down. 

 

  This kind of auction usually gives other people a chance to bid again, so they count down from ten 

seconds, nineteen eight seven six five four... 

 

  David knew that Mo Dong had the upper hand. Even if the animal head was photographed, it would 

probably have flowed back to country Z. He didn't have as much psychological pressure as before, but 

he could easily stand in the stands and watch the excitement. 

 

   Sure enough, it was almost as he predicted. 

 

  The private room on the diagonal side opened out 1.33 billion as if dying, but after being pressed 

back by Mo Dong with 1.36 billion, the private room became silent again. 

 

  Chapter 4082 Say hello to Miss Qiao for me 

 



  David smiled and said, "I thought he was going to pay 1.4 billion. It seems that he is not a fool." 

 

  If Mo Dong gave 1.4 billion according to the previous practice, the auction house would take 

advantage of tens of millions. 

 

   Fortunately, Mo Dong has good eyesight, and he can see that the diagonal private room is out of 

money just like him. 

 

  He added a little more to the price given by the other party, which was enough to make the other 

party die down and give up the competition. 

 

   "10, 9, 8...3, 2, 1." 

 

"Congratulations!" 

 

   With the hammer of the auctioneer, it fell. 

 

  The horse head auction in the underground auction came to an end and was taken by the bunker. 

 

  Follow the rules of Continent F. 

 

  Next, the staff will go to the people in the bunker to settle the auction funds, and then both parties 

should inspect the collection, check the collection, issue the relevant inspection procedures, and then 

the last step... Handover the collection. 

 

  Anyway, there are still many miscellaneous things to come. 

 

  David didn't take a photo of the horse's head, so it didn't matter so much. 

 

   "Let's go." He watched the auction end, called Slim Monkey and Chun Lei to leave. 



 

  When the three of them walked out of the private room, they happened to meet Mo Dong who also 

came out surrounded by everyone. The scar on Mo Dong's face was particularly conspicuous. 

 

  He walked up quickly and greeted David with his hand: "Long time no see." 

 

   As the saying goes, you don't hit a smiling face when you reach out. 

 

  Even though David was angry that the other party wanted to cheat him before, he still reached out 

his hand and shook Mo Dong, and then Ma Liu withdrew his hand: "You still have things to do, I won't 

bother you..." 

 

  Of course Mo Dong knew why people ignored him, so he just pretended not to know and nodded: 

"Go slowly..." 

 

  David is ready to go. 

 

  Mo Dong called him again: "Please say hello to Miss Qiao for me." 

 

   Sure enough, he was thinking about their boss...David nodded politely at him, expressing that he 

knew, just in time Qiao Nian called him, and he took Chunlei and the thin monkey and left here. 

 

  The auctioneer led Mo Dong: "Mr. Mo, please follow me to check your collection. This way..." 

 

  Mo Dong watched David and his party leave, and then walked with the staff of the auction house: 

"Let's go." 

 

  ** 

 

Outside. 

 



  David picked up Qiao Nian's phone: "Hello, sun." 

 

   "Help me go to the illegal area to pick up someone." Qiao Nian told him about Zhai Xicheng and 

told him to contact Hua Arm. 

 

   "No problem." David agreed, then looked back at the underground auction house, hesitated, and 

told Qiao Nian about the animal head auction inside. 

 

   "Horse head?" Qiao Nian has been looking for the animal heads of the Chinese zodiac for several 

years, and she has already found a few donated in the name of overseas businessmen. 

 

  Horse head is also on the list she is looking for. 

 

   When David told her, she was walking on the plane. 

 

  Qiao Nian stood on the escalator, her eyes tightened, she held the phone in one hand and said, "I 

see, since you bought the dark castle, don't worry about it." 

 

  … 

 

  She hung up Davy and went into the cabin. 

 

   Going straight to the opposite of the man who had already come up and sat on the sofa booth, the 

flight attendant brought two cups of hot lemonade, and whispered softly what they wanted to drink. 

 

  Ye Wangchuan ordered a glass of iced Americano. 

 

  Qiao Nian had just drank a can of Coke, and now he didn't want to drink anything, so he didn't. 

 

   "Okay, wait a minute." The flight attendant walks away to prepare drinks. 



 

   Qiao Nian raised her thin eyelids and told him about the auction of the horse's head: "...David said 

that you spent 1.3 billion to auction the horse's head." 

 

   

 

  Chapter 4083 Sister Nian: It really is you 

 

  Ye Wangchuan clung to the teacup with his slender hands, and poured her a cup of hot scented tea, 

the jasmine rose and fell under the boiling water. 

 

His hands with sharp fingers are more like ink and jade scrolls than cups. Hearing this, he just raised the 

tails of his beautiful eyes, narrow and long phoenix eyes, and the white air from making tea gently 

curled up in front of his eyes, soaking his handsome face. The eyebrows and eyes are more picturesque, 

and the temperament is crisp. 

 

   "Horse head?" 

 

  Ye Wangchuan put down the teacup, pushed it in front of Qiao Nian, and said softly, "It's still a little 

hot, drink it later." 

 

  The girl looked down at the scented tea he brewed in front of her, soothing her nerves. 

 

  Ye Wangchuan peeled another orange for her and handed it over: "Mo Dong didn't tell me." 

 

  Qiao Nian clasped his hands, raised his eyelids slightly, looked a little drowsy, and didn't want to 

move: "Oh." 

 

   "Tsk." Ye Wangchuan lightly clicked the corner of his mouth, and fed the pulp to her mouth, his 

voice was low and hoarse: "Nian Nian, open your mouth." 

 



   "..." Qiao Nian casually bit a piece of orange, her extremely long eyelashes formed a circle of 

shadows under her eyelids, and she looked lazy. 

 

  Ye Wangchuan patiently fed the oranges to her petal by petal: "It doesn't matter whether your 

people or mine take pictures of the animal heads, it's the same, and they will be handed over to the 

country." 

 

  He thought about it and raised his eyes: "I'll ask Mo Dong to send the things to David later." 

 

  Qiao Nian took another bite of the orange he handed over, the line of his jaw was clearly defined, 

the corners of his mouth curled up, and he glanced at him generously: "Why do I want to come here?" 

 

  Ye Fanchuan fed her again. 

 

   Qiao Nian said casually while eating the fruit: "I'm just asking, you just donate. David is going to the 

illegal area soon, and he doesn't have time to **** the animal head back to the country. It's best for you 

to come forward and deliver this." 

 

  Ye Wangchuan has the background of the Ye family behind him, so he can be regarded as a 

Hongmiaozheng, which is quite different from her who was born in a wild way. 

 

   At least it is much more convenient when doing certain things. 

 

  She had photographed other national treasures and cultural relics outside before and sent them 

back, and every time she had to struggle for a long time just thinking about her identity. 

 

   Now that someone has paid and worked hard to help her do what she wants to do, she only has a 

brain to get involved, and she insists on taking over the work. 

 

  Qiao Nian thought about it and said, "The person who bid for blue and white porcelain with me at 

the Somali underground store last time was you, right?" 

 



  Five years ago, she once encountered a national treasure-level blue and white porcelain Buddha 

statue at an underground auction in a small country in Somalia. 

 

  At that time, someone bid with her for several rounds. 

 

   directly fry the price to sky-high prices. 

 

  A waiter came into her private room at the back, said to pour tea for her, and said a few words to 

her when she saw that she was an oriental. 

 

  After that, the person who kept raising the price with her didn't raise the price any more. 

 

  In the end, although she successfully photographed the blue and white porcelain Buddha statue, it 

still cost nine figures, tens of millions more than she expected. 

 

  David didn't tell her that the secret castle was also auctioning cultural relics at high prices 

everywhere, and Qiao Nian didn't think of Somali as Ye Wangchuan. 

 

  Thinking about it now, the waiter who knocked on the door and entered her private room was quite 

strange. Why did she ask her if she was from the East and speak to her with a Beijing accent. 

 

   "...Is that waiter yours?" Qiao Nian thought of this and asked him directly. 

 

  Ye Wangchuan had a straight nose and thin lips, and there seemed to be small hooks in his eyes: "I 

went to Somali five years ago, and I did go to the auction house you mentioned." 

 

  Qiao Nianmiao understood his eyes: "It really is you." 

 

  She said it felt familiar. 

 

   



 

  Chapter 4084 Unexpected Master: She fell asleep 

 

  Ye Fanchuan brushed away a strand of hair falling from her brow bone with his fingertips, and 

gently brushed it behind her ears, breathing slowly: "I didn't know it was you at that time." 

 

   "If I knew that we had met that one earlier, I would have gone to find you in person." 

 

  Qiao Nian's earlobe was lightly touched by his fingertips, and it felt as crisp as electricity. She 

narrowed her eyes and grasped the point: "That is to say, you cheated me tens of millions five years 

ago?" 

 

   Later she asked him to buy rare earths. 

 

  He cheated her close to nine figures again. 

 

   "Tsk!" Qiao Nian looked him up and down frivolously, "No wonder Guan Yan always said to stay 

away from men, there is no good thing." 

 

  She also pushed the person away a little, leaned to the side, and was about to close her eyes and 

rest. 

 

  Ye Wangchuan looked at the girl who was speechless, knowing that Qiao Nian was joking with him, 

so he picked up the phone and transferred nine digits to Qiao Nian's account. 

 

  At the same time, Mo Dong called the auction house staff to report on the horse head after 

finishing the handover. 

 

  Ye Wangchuan looked up and saw the girl turned her cap to cover her face and fell asleep leaning 

there, so she cut off the phone and sent Mo Dong a WeChat message. 

 

  [Y: WeChat said. ] 



 

  [Y: I am not convenient now. ] 

 

  [Y: Type, don't speak. ] 

 

  Mo Dong, who was far away in Continent F and hadn't walked out of the auction site, saw the 

WeChat messages coming one after another on his mobile phone, touched his earlobe, with a confused 

expression on his scarred face, and turned around to ask the subordinates who followed him. 

 

   "When did you say it would be inconvenient to answer the phone and listen to voice messages?" 

 

  The subordinates were also confused by the question. 

 

  Looked at him with a look of astonishment: "Brother Dong, who is not convenient to answer the 

phone?" 

 

  Mo Dong glanced at him sideways. 

 

  The subordinate shut up, thought carefully, and said to him: "Could it be that his wife is by the side? 

Normally, a man is only inconvenient to answer the phone when his wife is by the side." 

 

  Mo Dong rubbed his chin in thought: "...I see." 

 

  Miss Qiao is next to Mr. Wang? 

 

  Mo Dong got into the car, and kept editing the news to report the matter of Ma Shou to him, and 

finally asked carefully: Master Wang, Miss Qiao is beside you? 

 

  The driver sat in the front and watched him send the message, and asked through the rearview 

mirror: "Brother Dong, shall we go back to the base camp?" 

 



  Mo Dong was about to speak. 

 

  The phone vibrated suddenly. 

 

  He lowered his head to look at the phone first, and when he saw clearly the news that Ye 

Wangchuan had returned on the phone, Mo Dong couldn't help but make a 'woofy' sound. 

 

   "Brother Dong?" 

 

  Mo Dong was completely immersed in his own world, he didn't even hear the driver outside calling 

him, and his eyes were fixed on the WeChat interface sent by Ye Wangchuan's avatar on the phone. 

 

  [Y: She fell asleep. ] 

 

  Mo Dong read it three times, rubbed his eyes to make sure he read it correctly, and quickly checked 

the time in the upper right corner, and calculated the time difference between Xiajing City and here. 

 

   Calculated, it is still broad daylight in Beijing. 

 

  Mo Dong secretly shook his head again and said 'fuck', but fortunately he didn't say it because of his 

image of a tough guy outside. 

 

  He said to the driver without looking up, "Well, go back to the base camp." 

 

  ** 

 

   After 20 hours. 

 

  The plane landed on Independence Island. 

 



  Xu Yi came to the airport early to wait for someone. 

 

  He saw Qiao read out, pulled up the sweater hat, walked over quickly, and met the girl: "The deputy 

dean is waiting for you at the institute." 

 

  Xu Yi's appearance is outstanding, he can be regarded as a handsome guy among ordinary people, 

his nose bridge is high enough, his lips are thin enough, and his handsome features are slightly cold. 

 

  Just standing with Ye Wangchuan weakened his appearance by three points, and was forced into 

the range of ordinary looks. 

 

   

 

  Chapter 4085 Independent Continent is not safe, let Gu San send you off 

 

  Xu Yi politely nodded to Ye Wangchuan. 

 

  Ye Fanchuan also pointed his jaw not too far away. 

 

  The two are not familiar, but standing together is not a hostile relationship, but a relationship that is 

generally neither salty nor dull. 

 

  Qiao Nian is used to seeing handsome guys, and has long been immune to handsome guys. She also 

didn't think Xu Yi had seen it well, so she told Guan Yan and the others: "I'm going to the First Research 

Institute." 

 

   Gu San looked at Xu Yi vigilantly, stood up and said, "Miss Qiao, let me take you there." 

 

  Qiao Nian quickly picked up the backpack: "No, I'll go back as soon as I go." 

 



  Ye Wangchuan put his hands in his pockets and whispered to her, "Send me a message, and I'll pick 

you up." 

 

  Qiao Nian nodded after thinking about it: "En." 

 

  She turned her head and said to Xu Yi: "Did you come by car?" 

 

   "Open." Xu Yi raised the car key in his hand. 

 

  Qiao Nian turned around to say hello to Guan Yan and the others, and then took a step ahead with 

Xu Yi. 

 

   Gu San looked at the backs of the two leaving, and then looked back at his own master, hesitating 

to speak, hesitating whether to comfort her. 

 

  Who knew that Ye Wangchuan raised his leg and walked forward: "Ji Lin is here?" 

 

   "Huh?" Why didn't Master Wang play his cards according to common sense. 

 

   Gu San came back to his senses: "Ji Lin will arrive in the morning, and he will be waiting for you at 

the hotel right now, and he can come over anytime. Are you going to find him? Or call him over?" 

 

  Ye Wangchuan lowered his eyes, his dark eyelashes fell down to cover his dark eyes, and with his 

fingertips on his lips, he said lazily and dignifiedly: "Which hotel is he in?" 

 

   Gu San reported an address. 

 

  Ye Wangchuan has always had an amazing memory. He has already had a detailed map in his mind 

after staying in Independent Island for more than half a year. When Gu Sanyi said the name of the hotel, 

he knew that the approximate location was not far from the airport. 

 



  Ye Wangchuan looked back at Guan Yan who was walking at the end, and said politely: "Shall I take 

you back first?" 

 

   "I'll take a taxi myself." Guan Yan heard the two of them talking, and definitely wouldn't ask Ye 

Wangchuan to send her off, so he shook his phone to indicate that he had taken a taxi. 

 

   In this respect, Independent Island is no different from the outside world. Picking up a car is very 

convenient and fast, even faster than calling someone over to pick her up immediately. 

 

  Ye Wangchuan nodded his chin, turned to look at Gu San: "Send the Guanyan inkstone to you." 

 

   Gu San understood: "Okay." 

 

  Guan Yan originally wanted to decline. 

 

   I heard Ye Wangchuan say again: "Independence Island is not safe, Gu San stayed here for a while, 

and he will come back after seeing you in the car." 

 

   means not to follow Guan Yan. 

 

  Guan Yan accepted the kindness and thanked him: "Thank you, Young Master Ye." 

 

  Ye Wangchuan didn't say anything, raised his hand and rolled up the edge of his sleeve, revealing a 

thin wrist bone, and went to the side to call Ji Lin. 

 

  Guan Yan watched him deal with things in a relaxed manner, and couldn't help but sigh with 

emotion, no wonder he was able to win the sun, how many people can stand up to this emotional 

intelligence? 

 

But she didn't look much, she quickly looked back, took out her mobile phone and checked if her car had 

arrived, and at the same time contacted her staff in Independence Island, by the way, she also saw the 

WeChat message sent by Qin Si, asking her if she had arrived without. 



 

   Guan Yan thought about it but didn't reply to the message. 

 

   Instead, I contacted my staff in Independent Continent, and I was planning to ask them to help find 

a hotel suitable for staying. 

 

  I heard Gu San asking her from the side: "Miss Guan Yan, I have booked a hotel room for you here, 

do you think it is suitable?" 

 

  He put his mobile phone in front of Guan Yan, so that he could look at the map conveniently. 

 

   Gu San booked the hotel that Ji Lin stayed in, it is located in the central business district, so it is 

more convenient to go anywhere. 

 

   "Miss Qiao lives here." He pointed to the private residence not far from the hotel and told Guan 

Yan. 

 

   

 

  Chapter 4086 is mainly about raw materials 

 

  “It takes about 15 minutes from the hotel. There are hospitals, shopping malls and shopping centers 

next to the hotel, and there is also a food street...you can eat when you go out.” 

 

   Gu San thoughtfully introduced the basic facilities near the hotel, and immediately explained 

clearly to Guan Yan: "There is Yaomen investment here, you can stay at ease." 

 

   This is the main reason why he arranged for Guan Yan to live there. 

 

  Independence Continent has mixed forces, so the hotels here are not so safe. 

 



  Guan Yan, no matter how strong a woman is, after all, her territory is not in Independent Continent, 

and she looks young and beautiful, so it is very inconvenient to get in and out. 

 

   "Of course, if you have other arrangements, you can pretend that I didn't say anything." Gu San 

respected her opinion and waited for Guan Yan to make a decision. 

 

  Guan Yan put down the hand holding the mobile phone, and laughed dumbly: "Since Young Master 

Ye has made arrangements, then I'll stay in that hotel." 

 

  She thought for a while and said, "Thank you Young Master Ye for helping me." 

 

  This time she spoke with a lot of sincerity. 

 

   Gu San quickly went to do it: "Then I will tell the hotel." 

 

  ** 

 

   Guan Yan at the other end sent Qiao Nian another message, and sent Qiao Nian the location of the 

hotel, and incidentally mentioned that the hotel was arranged by Ye Wangchuan for her. 

 

  Qiao Nian was still in the car when she received this WeChat message. 

 

  She propped her elbows outside the car window, and the outside wind blew in and lifted the broken 

hair on her forehead. She lowered her eyes to scan the message sent by Guan Yan, and slightly raised 

the corners of her mouth, showing a cheerful mood. 

 

  Xu Yi saw from the side mirror of the car that the girl raised her hand and turned off her peaked 

cap, revealing a smooth melon-seeded face, so pretty that it catches the eye. 

 

   "Are you in a good mood?" 

 



  Qiao Nian looked back at him: "It's okay." 

 

  Xu Yi has always been taciturn, and Qing Jun's face was more surprised. He held the steering wheel 

and said while driving: "What happened?" 

 

  Qiao Nian put away the phone: "Not really. My boyfriend is very caring, so I'm in a good mood." 

 

  Xu Yi caught off guard and stuffed a mouthful of dog food, and didn't react for a long time. When he 

came to his senses, he didn't ask any more questions: "The deputy dean said that you gave him the 

equations. He found materials and did clinical trials and found that several things couldn't be realized." 

 

Xu Yi himself also participated in this secret research. He stopped the car at a traffic light, held the 

steering wheel in his hand, turned his head to look at the girl, and said seriously: "I think it may be 

useless... But you The information given did not specify which materials to use, so we could only explore 

one by one, and the effect was not good.” 

 

   "En." Qiao Nian responded, the corners of her mouth curved down, and she returned to her usual 

careless and relaxed look. 

 

She glanced at the traffic lights on the road, her eyes narrowed slightly in the darkness, and the corners 

of her jaw were sharp and a bit rebellious: "I don't have a specific list of materials, I can only go to the 

research institute to see, maybe it will be different idea." 

 

  Ji Qing's USB flash drive only has the rough outline of the main components of that thing and some 

data theory. 

 

  She probably considered that if the USB flash drive fell into the wrong hands in the future, it would 

easily become a weapon of the bad guys, so Ji Qing left a hand on the content of the USB flash drive, and 

did not write down the materials that needed to be used. In this way, Qiao Nian had to find suitable raw 

materials one by one to truly turn the theory on the USB drive into reality... 

 

   But these are not easy. 

 



   You must know that when Edison invented the light bulb, the principle has long been familiar, but 

in order to find a suitable raw material tungsten wire. 

 

   It took Edison decades to select the perfect partner from a pile of raw materials, and truly realized 

the transformation of theory into reality. 

 

   

 

  Chapter 4087 transferred several hundred million to her on the plane 

 

  The thing that Ji Qing left on the USB flash drive is ten thousand times more complicated than a 

light bulb, and it can only be made out of countless parts. 

 

  Qiao Nian handed over the engine to Master Cheng for research. 

 

  The operation part was handed over to Xu Yi and Shi Fu, hoping that the First Research Institute can 

overcome this part of the difficulty. 

 

  At this stage, it is very difficult for both sides. 

 

  Master Cheng encountered the same problem, that is, the raw materials were hard to find, and he 

didn't know what to use to carry the huge energy of this peerless technology. 

 

  Xu Yi looked at the condition of the car in front of him, and then said: "Actually, I discussed the issue 

of materials with the vice president, and we discussed several raw materials..." 

 

   "En?" Qiao Nian still maintained the posture of supporting his jaw with his elbow, and turned his 

head to look at him: "What raw material?" 

 

  Xu Yi stepped on the brakes, slowed down the car, and met her eyes: "Several rare metals." 

 



   "Independence Island has a small territory and few minerals, and there are no such materials 

locally." 

 

   "We have to purchase it from other places, but these materials are controlled materials in any 

place, so we haven't discussed a way yet." 

 

  Qiao Nian probably guessed which rare metals they wanted, nodded and said: "...Let's go to the 

research institute first." 

 

  Ye Wangchuan has a complete rare metal ore production line in his hands. 

 

   She can find him if necessary. 

 

   Thinking of this, Qiao Nian raised his hand and looked at his phone again. Out of the corner of his 

eye, he happened to see an unread bank transfer text message. 

 

   Probably when she was still on the plane. 

 

  Qiao Nian raised her eyebrows, stared at her eyes, opened the text message with her white 

fingertips, and glanced at ten lines, and saw that it was clearly written. 

 

  [The account surnamed y transferred her a cash transfer of about 10 digits 20 hours ago, and it has 

already reached her overseas account. ] 

 

   How many millions did Ye Wangchuan transfer to her on the plane? 

 

  Qiao Nian suddenly recalled what she had said to him before going to bed, and seemed to have 

mentioned the matter of being scammed by him at the Xiaoguo auction house five years ago. 

 

  So he forwarded this joke to himself... compensation? 

 



  There was a rippling in her eyes, the corners of her mouth were flamboyantly curled up, her chin 

was propped on her hand, and the other hand took a screenshot of the transfer information, edited the 

message and sent it. 

 

  【QN: What is this? 】 

 

  Qiao Niancai sent the message, but when he looked up, he saw that it showed 'the other party is 

typing'. 

 

   Soon Ye Wangchuan replied the message. 

 

   Qiao Nian glanced around. 

 

  He replied very concisely. 

 

  【Y: Dowry gift. 】 

 

   "Tsk." 

 

  Qiao Nian snorted, put away the phone, slowly stretched out his hand to close the car window, 

lowered the brim of his hat, leaned back on the chair and waited until Xu Yi drove to the First Research 

Institute... 

 

  ** 

 

  The next day. 

 

  David rushed to the illegal area to meet Huaarm. 

 

  A group of people drove to the Hongmeng headquarters in a big jeep. 



 

  David made a few calls on the road to arrange pick-up and drop-off. He focused on driving with his 

flower arms and kept his eyes on the front. 

 

  Until David finished the phone call, he turned to him with a strong and shrewd broad face, and said 

arrogantly: "I heard that Mr. Lu from Tianchen almost bombed our base camp not long ago?" 

 

  While turning the steering wheel, Hua Arm raised his eyes and answered him: "No." 

 

   What is not? David looked at him displeased. 

 

  Hua Yi continued: "The person who arranged the explosives is Sun, but it will not be used later for 

various reasons, so it is not from Tianchen." 

 

   "..." David couldn't help but put his hands on his forehead, his temples were swollen, and the pain 

was unbearable: "Can you finish the sentence at once?" 

 

  Hua Yi drove without looking sideways, and said in all directions: "You didn't ask me." 

 

   

 

  Chapter 4088 Zhai Xicheng is still dreaming 

 

  David felt as if he was rushing to the top of the sky, and almost blurted out, but he forcibly 

swallowed it back: "Then what's the situation between Lu Zhi and our boss?" 

 

   As far as he could remember, the two had been close friends and had known each other for many 

years. 

 

  Will Zhi Lu start a fight with Sun? 

 



  David stayed in Continent F all year round, but felt that he could not understand the situation in the 

illegal area. 

 

  These two are having trouble? 

 

   "I don't know." Hua Arm said directly. 

 

  David caught a glimpse of him from the corner of his eye, pressed the corners of his eyebrows hard, 

tightened his jaw, and gave up trying to find out the real situation from his mouth. 

 

   Who knew that Hua Arm continued after he gave up, "Lu Zhi is not targeting our boss, but Sun's 

boyfriend. He wants to kill Sun's boyfriend." 

 

  David's eyelids twitched, and he looked at him suddenly: "You said Lu Zhi..." 

 

   "Hmm." Flower Arm responded. 

 

  David didn't finish speaking, he shut his mouth suddenly, his expression became complicated and 

difficult to distinguish, and he leaned back in the chair: "I know what's going on." 

 

  Everyone in the illegal area knows that the boss of Tianchen Lu is different from his family's sun, 

and he is a bit pursuing. 

 

   But for so long, firstly, Lu Zhi didn't show it clearly, and secondly, their boss didn't seem to have 

that kind of intention. The two sides have always gotten along with each other, more like good friends. 

 

  He reckoned that this time Sun brought Ye Shao back to the illegal area to stimulate Boss Lu, and 

that's why Tianchen sieged and hunted Hongmeng. 

 

   "Have those forces that are ready to move in the dark been dealt with?" David's body was filled 

with arrogance brought from F continent: "Do you want me to help?" 

 



  He brought some people back this time, and cleaning up a few rotten fish and shrimps was just a 

matter of convenience. 

 

  Huaji turned again and drove steadily: "No, we've already done it." 

 

  David hummed, turned dark, put his hands on his knees, and sat in a bold and unrestrained posture: 

"That Zhai Xicheng..." 

 

   "He's locked up in a small dark room." Hua Bi seemed to remember something, frowned, and said a 

little impatiently: "It's quite dishonest." 

 

  ** 

 

at the same time. 

 

  In a small black room in Hongmeng that specializes in dealing with disobedience. 

 

  The guard threw the simple meal in and said in a blunt tone, "It's time to eat." 

 

   In the dark room, there is no other lighting equipment except for a light-transmitting vent on the 

top. 

 

  Zhai Xicheng curled up in the corner and looked at the rice thrown in front of him, he twitched the 

corner of his mouth, his eyes were cold and gloomy, and he didn't move. 

 

Seeing that he was still there, the guards outside saw it strangely and said, "I advise you to eat honestly 

and don't play tricks. You have also seen that even if you don't eat, if you faint from hunger, the doctor 

will come and give you nutritional supplements. No one will let you go, and no one will come to see 

you!" 

 

  Zhai Xicheng remained unmoved, and remained motionless, not intending to eat at all. 

 



   "Forget it if you don't eat! Whatever you want." The guard didn't bother to care about him. 

 

  He saw that the guard was about to leave, and he knew very well that once the guard left, he would 

basically not show up again for a whole day, and he would not come to deliver food to him until the 

same meal time the next day. 

 

  Zhai Xicheng got up on his support, leaned against the wall, and said with difficulty, "I want to see 

Qiao Nian." 

 

  His eyes were bloodshot, and his throat was even more gritty, like sandpaper that had been 

scratched, and he could only make a buzzing sound. 

 

   "I want to see Qiao Nian!" He emphasized his tone. 

 

  The guard was stopped by him, looked back at him, saw him getting up, and said impatiently: "Since 

you get up to eat, don't torment us all day." 

 

Chapter 4089: David: Yo, you still know me   

 

  Zhai Xicheng repeated the sentence: "I want to see... Qiao Nian!" 

 

  The guards have to be chanted several times a day by him, scratching their ears, which is very 

annoying. He said to him: "You said you want to see me? Who are you?" 

 

   "Tell her, just say that I want to see her." Zhai Xicheng insisted with a twinkle in his eyes. 

 

   "Hehe!" The man guarding him sneered and didn't bother to talk to him: "I don't have that much 

face to go to Sun." 

 

  Zhai Xicheng could only watch helplessly as the other party ignored him and walked away. 

 



  He was the only one left in the narrow and cramped room, and there was no one to talk to, except 

for the thin light coming in from a high place. 

 

  He was almost in a trance after staying here for a long time. 

 

  The outside world seems to have no sound. 

 

   No one cares whether he lives or dies. 

 

   No one asked about his life or death. 

 

  Whether it's Qiao Nian or Nie Qingru...No one came to see him during this period. 

 

  Zhai Xicheng was calm from the beginning to gradually unable to calm down, and later asked to see 

people again and again, and now he is almost numb. 

 

  He didn't know if Nie Qingru had looked for him, nor did he know Qiao Nian's attitude towards 

him... 

 

  Zhai Xicheng only knows that if he stays like this for a long time, he will be destroyed even if he is 

not crazy. 

 

   Out of the corner of his eye, he caught a glimpse of the rough food in the rice bowl, and suddenly 

an unknown fire sprang up, eroding his sanity. 

 

  He only heard the sound of a string snapping in his head, and he could no longer control his 

emotions. 

 

  He stood up abruptly, ignoring his weakness, grabbed the iron railing of the door, and shouted 

loudly: "I want to see Qiao Nian! Let me out, I want to see her!" 

 



  … 

 

  At the door, as soon as David entered, he heard the hoarse and hoarse shouts of the man inside. 

 

  He stopped for a while, turned his head to look at Hua Arm and the others, and asked in surprise, 

"How long has he been this crazy?" 

 

  Hua Ji rarely came here, and also looked at the guards. 

 

  The person in charge of guarding Zhai Xicheng looked depressed: "It just started today... Usually, he 

would stop us at most when we deliver food and say he wants to see Sun." 

 

   He pricked up his ears to hear the hoarse shouts inside, and felt that his ears were about to callus. 

In front of Huayi and David, he didn't dare to pick his ears, but he was too annoyed. 

 

   "I don't know what kind of stimulation he was receiving this time. He has been yelling non-stop 

since the beginning. We also warned him in the past, but he didn't listen." 

 

"Um." 

 

  David responded and walked inside. 

 

  The others followed him and went in together. 

 

  … 

 

   "I want to see Qiao Nian!" 

 

"let me out." 

 



   "Qiao Nian!" 

 

  The further David went in, the more he could hear the voices of the people inside pretending to be 

crazy. 

 

   "Chick." 

 

  He sneered and walked in front of the other party. 

 

   "Okay, what are you shouting for? Are you acting as an opera? Shall I find some audiences for you, 

and let's all watch together?" 

 

  Zhai Xicheng calmed down, looked at him with dark eyes, seemed emotionally unstable: "I want to 

see Qiao Nian." 

 

  David raised his hand and interrupted him: "You want to see the boss? That's fine, I'll just take you 

there. You don't have to shout and shout here." 

 

  Zhai Xicheng noticed his appearance only now, his dark eyes narrowed slightly as if to see clearly: 

"...Are you David?" 

 

   "Yo." David joked immediately: "You still know me?" 

 

  Hua Yi also looked over strangely, quite surprised that Zhai Xicheng knew Daji. 

 

  Among the main members of the Red League, Daji is the most mysterious one. Except for the 

people inside them, few people outside know that David, an arms dealer in F continent, is one of their 

main members——Daji will play with you. 

Chapter 4090: what i want you to believe 

  Zhai Xicheng didn't answer him directly, but narrowed his eyes vigilantly, and took half a step back: 

"What do you want to do?" 

 



  David thought he was interesting, so he chatted with him patiently: "Didn't you ask to see Sun? I'll 

take you to meet her." 

 

  David saw the obvious guard on Zhai Xicheng's face, and smiled again: "Why, you don't want to see 

her anymore? I thought you wanted to see her because you shouted so hard." 

 

  Zhai Xicheng was not moved by his provocation, and stood there with suspicion on his face: "What 

did Qiao Nian ask you to do?" 

 

  He didn't know where he was thinking. 

 

   said to David again: "She wants to kill me?" 

 

  The word death was like a sharp sword piercing through the top of his head. Zhai Xicheng couldn't 

describe whether he was mostly surprised at this moment, or mostly fear of the unknown. 

 

   But he can be sure that he is not reconciled. 

 

   Never willing to 'die' like this. 

 

  He pinched the palm of his hand to force himself to calm down, and said with a mood of 

negotiation: "Has she thought it through? If I die, State M will not let her go." 

 

"If you don't die, M State will let Sun go?" David asked him in a speechless manner, and then said, "So is 

there any difference if you die or not? Anyway, that guy will chase after Sun like a mad dog. It's better to 

kill you, angry It's so interesting to see her be furious~" 

 

   Zhai Xicheng's temples were throbbing wildly, pressing against the back of his teeth, and said in a 

low voice: "I can mediate in the middle. They are related by blood, and the two will reconcile sooner or 

later. Why do you make them stay away from each other forever." 

 



  David pointed to himself, looked at him again, and asked him with a serious expression: "Zhai 

Xicheng, do you think I look stupid?" 

 

   "..." Zhai Xicheng didn't know what he meant by asking him, so he was smart enough to keep silent. 

 

"Since I'm not a fool, who are you going to pretend to be a fool?" David put down his hands and 

sneered, "Let me say something harsh. Sun needs you to mediate in the middle? Who do you really 

think cares about?" The so-called blood relationship in your mouth?" 

 

   "If the blood relationship is like yours, no one in this world will value family affection! You are not 

worthy, and neither is the queen of State M!" 

 

  David watched Qiao Nian walking all the way, and knew how disappointed Qiao Nian was with the 

so-called family relationship from looking for his biological parents to finding out the truth back then. 

 

  sun's enthusiasm should not be used as a bargaining chip by these people. 

 

   These people are unworthy! 

 

  Nie Qingru is even more unworthy! 

 

  Zhai Xicheng even used Nie Qingru as a bargaining chip, which made him extremely disgusted. 

 

  David was not interested in continuing the conversation with him, and said bluntly: "Don't worry, 

Sun didn't want your life. I just took you to Independent Island, and I don't care about the rest." 

 

  Zhai Xicheng raised his eyes and looked at him forbearingly, his rough voice was as hoarse as a rag: 

"You think I will believe it?" 

 

  David resisted the urge to twitch his mouth, and smiled on the surface: "I want you to believe what 

to do." 

 



   Zhai Xicheng tensed his face. 

 

  David didn't bother to talk to him, turned around and ordered the people behind him: "Look at him, 

get ready to get him into the car." 

 

"yes." 

 

  The people he brought responded, and they started to get busy quickly. 

 

  … 

 

   Zhai Xicheng watched the burly man leave the small black room, and saw those who were busy 

preparing to transfer him. He closed his eyes, his cheek muscles convulsed, and he clenched his fists 

again, trying to restrain his emotions. 

 

at this time. 

 

  Zhai Xicheng suddenly felt someone stuff a small note into his hand. 


